
Google and privacy:     What data are they collecting and what are they doing with it?FINALLY- Google caved to public pressure and signed the privacy pledge (edtech industry promises to police themselves with your children's data--feel better about it yet?)
excerpts
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Google has acquired tens of millions of users of the institutional versions of Gmail — Google Apps for Education, Government and Business. To entice such customers to sign up in large numbers — and in the case of Government and Business to pay real money for the service — Google found that it had to promise to keep ad serving turned off by default. Many millions of high value users were thus slipping through Google’s data mining net without being profiled. Google concluded that something needed to be done to address the large and growing gaps in Content OneBox’s coverage. During the course of September and October 2010, it took the strategic step of moving COB from Gmail’s storage area to a position upstream in the delivery pipeline — that is, before rather than after messages arrive in user inboxes. This fundamental revision in Gmail’s data mining architecture apparently took two months to complete. Curiously, the months and year during which the change was made have been redacted in most of the published case documents. However, they were spoken aloud by the plaintiff lawyers and Judge Koh during a February 2014 public hearing and are thus no longer secret.
Just why Google sought to obfuscate these dates is unclear. But the fact that it did strongly suggests that the change in COB’s location was a major milestone in Gmail’s history. After September-October 2010, the content of every email would be data mined and every Gmail user would be profiled, regardless of whether ads were served and regardless of whether the user was an ordinary consumer, a middle school student, a government employee or a Fortune 500 CEO. The transition of Gmail from a business whose value to Google depended solely on advertising to one based equally or perhaps primarily on user profiling was now complete.


Schools and school districts are another possible source of valuable segmentation data. They publish aggregate data on student test scores, income levels and ethnicity, and are well correlated with other geographically tagged data sources (e.g. by ZIP or Census district). Google says that its Google Apps for Education (GAFE) service has 30 million users worldwide [update: 40 million as of October 2014], of which many millions are in the United States. GAFE thus gives it a vast pool of users whose profiles it can compare with external data sources. It would be a straightforward extension of the method described in “Tale of Two (Similar) Cities” to compare user clusters derived from GAFE with the data published by schools and school districts. Once calibrated by comparison with external data in this way, Google’s clustering algorithms would no longer need to access that data, which has the disadvantage of being cumbersome to manage and static. Instead, the algorithms could extract on a dynamic basis valuable segments of youth consumers directly from the stream of email flowing into GAFE student accounts. The resulting data could be used to target ads, improve search results or even provide Google advertisers with insights into purchasing trends among fine-grained segments of this population. For example, Google could tell brands in real time what the latest shoe buying trends are among urban teenage boys in selected cities, or which retail fashion brands are preferred by teenage girls whose families fall in a given income bracket and geographical region.


The civil rights issue:
Here we encounter a key difference between the two distinct populations of users that Gmail serves. On the one hand, there are consumers — ordinary individuals who voluntarily use an email service offered to them without charge, and who pay for it –knowingly or not — with information. On the other hand, there are members of organizations (schools, corporations, non-profit associations, government agencies, and so forth) who are provided with an email account by their organization, and who have little or no choice in the matter. The privacy rights of individuals in these two cases are fundamentally different. But Google — in what is arguably its greatest misstep in the controversy over its data mining practices — refuses to take this difference seriously...
The definition of consent under U.S. law is more controversial. In the California Gmail data mining case, Google argued that implicit user consent to data mining was sufficient, because even non-Gmail users whose emails are data mined when addressed to Gmail subscribers must: 
“…impliedly consent to Google’s practices by virtue of the fact that all users of email must necessarily expect that their emails will be subject to automated processing.”
In other words, even non-Gmail users who have never seen much less consented to Google’s Terms of Service or Privacy Policy must nonetheless know that all email is subject to “automated processing”.
In short, because — according to this extraordinary doctrine — all forms of automated scanning are equivalent, once you agree to route your email through Google’s servers, Google is entitled to perform any manner of scanning it pleases. These arguments were forcefully rejected by Judge Koh in pre-trial proceedings, but since the case has not yet gone to trial we cannot know for sure what their final disposition will be. Given this uncertainty and the many ongoing debates in Washington over possible revisions to U.S. privacy laws, it is hard to say where the U.S. will eventually come down on the question of what constitutes adequate user consent to data mining of consumer emails.

Yet at a time when Google is calling on governments around the world to disclose and limit their surveillance practices, its relentless secrecy about its own highly intrusive user profiling is especially paradoxical. U.S. intelligence agencies are today subject to far more scrutiny from the courts, Congress and the media than Google itself. 





